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Local Markets Commentary
The Australian market opens today’s trade on
largely unconvincing overnight international trade
leads.
In overnight commodities trade, oil turned higher
again. US gold futures settled slightly lower.
Iron ore (China port, 62% Fe) picked up the pace
of Friday’s gains, trading above $US77.5/t. LME
copper and nickel settled barely higher.
The $A rose to ~US78.40c, after dropping towards
~US78.30c early yesterday evening.
Locally today, December job advertisements and
November building approvals reports are due.
Pre-trade, a weekly consumer sentiment reading will
be published.

Queensland Bauxite

( QBL)

Resuming from suspended trade with QBL subsidiary Medical
Cannabis’s VitaCann securing an exclusive JV agreement with
Canntab Therapeutics.
VitaCann and Canntab propose to apply for a Canntab extendedrelease medicinal cannabis pill (Canntab has produced several
formulations) to become available in Australia.
QBL last traded at 5.2c.

Bingo Industries (BIN)
Development consent in hand to establish an advanced recycling
facility at Mortdale, Sydney, boosting current recovery limits
from 30,000tpa to 220,000tpa.
The site is expected to be operational by the end of September.
In addition, BIN has completed the Patons Lane Recycling Centre
& Landfill and National Recycling Group acquisitions.

Viralytics Ltd (VLA)
Releasing a new investor presentation in conjunction with the
company’s attendance at the four-day JP Morgan Healthcare
Conference, which commenced in San Francisco 8 January local
time.

Prana Biotechnology (PBT)
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Overseas Markets Commentary
The majority of major European and US equities
markets dipped in early trade, mixed data and
caution appearing to cause most indices to chop or
lose traction at some stage overnight.
Trading volumes reportedly remained weather and
holiday-related comparatively low.
In the US, November consumer credit came in 8.8%
(~$US28B) higher for the month, at $US2.38
trillion, representing the steepest monthly increase
in ~two years.
A euro zone December economic confidence index,
as calculated by the European Commission, rose 1.4
to 116, an ~17-year peak.
November euro zone retail sales were reported
1.5% higher for the month, following a 1.1% fall in
October.
Germany’s November factory orders pulled back
0.4% following a 0.7% rise for October.
Tonight in the US, November job openings and
December business optimism reports are due.
Companies scheduled to provide trading updates
include UK supermarket chain Morrisons.
In overnight corporate news, US retailer Kohl’s
raised its full-year earnings forecast on better-thananticipated holiday season sales, and was pushed

Presenting at this week’s JP Morgan Healthcare Conference
Biotech Showcase on Wednesday (San Francisco time). PBT
officials will also meet with investors throughout the four-day
conference.
Investor presentation lodged post-trade yesterday.

Benitec Biopharma (BLT) / Imugene Ltd (IMU)
BLT and IMU have also lodged a presentation prepared for
delivery at the JP Morgan Healthcare Conference Biotech
Showcase, San Francisco.

Elixinol Global (EXL)
Industrial hemp and medicinal cannabis developer, manufacturer
and distributor completed a successful ASX listing yesterday
following a $20M IPO at $1.00 per share. Opened at $1.75 and
slipped to $1.40 before settling at $1.45. 3.75M shares were
traded across 1178 transactions. ~25M shares on issue.

Resources
St Barbara (SBM)
Produced 99,509oz of gold during the December quarter,
booting 1H FY 2018 production to 197,768oz. Boosting full-year
output guidance. Nil debt. $A216M cash. Details lodged this
morning. Full quarterly report promised for 23 January.

Talisman Mining (TLM) / Kidman Resources (KDR)
TLM is proposing to pay $250,000 for KDR’s Crowl Creek coppergold project (comprising six ELs), NSW.
In addition, TLM plans to outlay $2.3M over four years, to earn
up to 80% of Bacchus Resources’ copper-gold and base metals
projects (also comprising six ELs) in the same central Lachlan
region
TLM is chasing copper, gold and zinc and is planning to
commence sampling programs this month.

St George Mining (SGQ)
Heralding significant-width, high-grade nickel-copper-cobalt-PGE
assays from Cathedrals prospect drilling.
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5% higher.
In the UK, specialist retailer Mothercare slid 27.5%
following a reduced profit warning.
Chip manufacturer Nvidia appreciated ~4% intrasession on new AI partnerships with Volkswagen
and Uber Technologies.
GoPro was pushed lower, announcing the company
needed to reduce employee numbers by 20% and
that it planned a retreat from the drone market.
Caterpillar continued to gain on US tax benefits
optimism, boosted by a positive JPMorgan Chase
research assessment.
Deutsche Bank suffered a downgrade from HSBC
researchers after warning late Friday of a third
consecutive annual loss.
Pfizer also suffered after revealing it would no
longer pursue Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s research.
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Commodities Commentary
Oil – commentary abounded, mostly regarding
Middle East stability centred on scenarios in Iran
and Saudi Arabia, the potential magnitude of US
production increases, and any likely reactions from
OPEC.
Gold – a $US appreciation and a wait for key data
and earnings yet to come this week, kept gold
prices contained overnight.
Base metals – key metals appeared mostly
impacted by a wait-and-see approach, in part due to
significant relevant data releases mostly coming in
the second half of this week.
China’s new regulations, including restricting
commercial bank ownership, lending and singleclient exposure, appeared not to matter to metals
traders overnight.
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Pre-Open Announcements
Australian Foundation Investment Company (AFI)
Investment portfolio valued at $A7.2B as at 31 December. NTA
grew to $5.24 (post-tax) from $5.15 for November.
Top-25 investments, as at 29 December, also lodged this
morning.

4DS Memory (4DS)
Pleading ignorance in response to a price and volume query.
4DS appreciated 46.3% yesterday, settling at 7.9c following
more than 1050 trades.

Resources
Clean TeQ Holdings (CLQ)
Former Rio Tinto (ASX: RIO) chief advisor processing Stephen
Grocott has been appointed chief technical development officer,
to support the Sunrise nickel, cobalt and scandium project.

Trek Metals (TKM) / Battery Minerals (BAT)
Gabon Kroussou zinc-lead project JV geophysical surveying is
recommencing, following a wet weather interruption.

Sumatra Copper & Gold (SUM)
Replacing CEO David Fowler with SUM COO Robert Gregory.
Mr Fowler will be acting SUM CFO and also become a SUM nonexecutive director.
SUM’s Tembang technical division manager Joe Dymott has
been appointed SUM GM development.

Lodestar Minerals (* LSR)
In response to a price and volume query, LSR suggests a 27
December WA gold system confirmation announcement may be
at least partly responsible for boosting trade interest.
On 27 December, LSR settled 125% higher for the session, at
1.8c, after trading as high as 2c.
Yesterday, LSR appreciated a further 38.9%, closing at 2.5c,
the company’s highest price for the day.

Merlin Diamonds (MED)
MED is $500,000 better off after placing an additional 100M
entitlement offer shortfall shares at 0.5c each. MED closed at
0.75c yesterday, after again trading as high as 0.9c.

Energy
State Gas (* GAS)
Flow-testing results lodged this morning for the central
Queensland PL 231 Primero 1, Aldinga North 1 and Reid’s
Dome-4 wells, drilled 11 – 25 years ago.
Trading Halts
Company
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Blackstone Minerals
AuMake International
BMG Resources
Pegasus Metals
Valmec Ltd
YPB Group
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YPB
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Australian Data Today
ANZ/RMgn
ANZ
ABS

Consumer sentiment
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Building approvals
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Blackham Resources
Black Mountain Resources
Dampier Gold

BLK
BMZ
DAU

Since
18 Dec
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8 Jan
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Eastern Iron
Strategic Minerals Corporation
Success Global Media

US Data Tonight
JOLTS job openings
NFIB business optimism

Nov
Dec

Consumer confidence
BRC retail sales
Trade balance
Industrial production
Unemployment

Code
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OZG
WIC
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Nov
Nov
Nov

Need More Information?
Contact your State One Stockbroking advisor on
08 9288 3388 or 1300 651 898, or by email,
advice@stateone.com.au.
Disclaimer / Disclosure / General Advice Warning /
Confidentiality Notice
This morning note and its contents at all times remain the
property of State One Stockbroking Ltd (“State One”) and as
such cannot be reprinted, distributed, copied, posted on the
internet, in part or whole, without written prior approval
from State One.
The contents of this document constitute General Advice and
have been prepared without taking account of your
investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Because
of that you should, before taking any action to acquire or
deal in, or follow a recommendation (if any) in respect of
any of the financial products or information mentioned in
this document, consult your own investment advisor to
consider whether that is appropriate having regard to your
own objectives, financial situation and needs.
While State One believes information contained in this
document is based on information which is believed to be
reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed
and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied
and no responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any
way for any representation, act or omission is accepted by
State One or any officer, agent or employee of State One. If
applicable, you should obtain the Product Disclosure
Statement relating to any relevant financial product
mentioned in this document (which contains full details of
the terms and conditions of the relevant financial product)
and consider it before making any decision about whether to
acquire the financial product.
The directors and associated persons of State One may have
a long or short interest in the financial products discussed in
this document and they may earn brokerage, commissions,
fees and advantages, pecuniary or otherwise, in connection
with the making of a recommendation or dealing by a client
in such financial products. Additionally, State One may earn
fees due to having been appointed advisors to, or may be
undertaking or about to commence research relating to, any
of the companies mentioned herein.
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16 Jan

RIO

Dec Q
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